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ABSTRACT

The enforcement of online learning system has led new coercion of circumstances in education. No preparation in such condition got the teachers shocked, thus might had sudden actions to prepare their online class by preparing varieties of media. Webtoon short story was one of the alternative media used by teachers during covid-19. This paper discusses the findings of a study carried out to investigate the students’ perception on webtoon short story in English classroom. The focus of this article was on students’ point of view, students’ manners and the students’ thought in applying webtoon short story in English class. The sample was taken from three Senior High School in Pekanbaru at the grade eleventh. Questionnaire and interview were used to get the data. The findings of the study obtained from the quantitative showed that the statistical result indicated students’ perception and interest on webtoon short story were positive and significantly shown in high level while in qualitative approaches showed that webtoon short stories used in English class was interesting, motivating and enjoying.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The internet has brought changes to students, both through their life and their activities. The rapid progress in internet usage for students is an alternative source of learning to get more information. The use of the internet gives students opportunities to googling suitable learning sources like an e-book or other media that support their learning freely without paying much money and getting information for their studies. Many applications support students in online learning, like online and offline dictionaries, online vocabularies, online English games, online English quiz, online chat rooms for users all over the world, online text in reading text, online media applications, and others.

The Internet is a technology that provides the capability of broadcasting that is carried out once and spread throughout the world, a mechanism for disseminating information, and a medium that collaborates a place for individual interaction with computers without experiencing geographical location disturbances (Leiner, 1997). The internet is growing rapidly in Indonesia by the year the 2020s. The Indonesian Internet Service Providers Association (APJII) reported the results of a survey in 2020, Indonesian population was using the internet close to 197 million from the total number of Indonesian population that increased 8,9 percent from last year usage (Bayu, 2020), while the users of mobile phone in Indonesia reached 67 percent or 177.9 million people (Sidik, 2018). It means that most Indonesians are starting to apply digital activities (Gilakjani and Sabouri, 2016), furthermore, Indonesian internet users range between 16 – 24 years old watched television more than 3 hours, listened to music more than 1 hour, and played games more than 1 hour (Jayani, 2020).

In addition, Indonesian government issued prevention Covid-19, an online learning system should be applied and reported that the massive sudden swift to online learning systems by using the internet brought students exposed to various learning applications in digital platforms to learn English easily that can be accessed anywhere and anytime (Putri & Sari, 2020; Mandasari, 2020; Mandasari and Wahyudin, 2021). Lecturing was carried out by using many digital conference media like Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, Cisco WebEx, Join Me, etc that were on the internet. Students searched e-books, e-learning materials, and e-modules and also additional media like audios or videos of lecturing, and also the assignments, tasks, assessments were implemented by using a computer-based system (Khulil et al, 2020). This was the enforcement of the online classroom system that had been held in Indonesia since last year until now due to covid-19.
Some research has shown that the implementation of online learning during the Covid-19 has caused a positive impact on the learning process while others have less impact. An online learning system was reported better compared to a traditional system (Basilaia & Kvavadze, 2020; Means et al., 2009). Online learning systems have high interaction to gather learning sources as well as had high opportunity to get experience in digital learning programs practices (Simamora, 2020; Firman & Rahayu, 2020). In addition, the research found positive contributions toward online learning has been done by Schaer, Roizard, Christmann & Lemaitres (2006) revealed that online learning demonstrated that this new teaching system did not decrease the time of teaching but motivated active learning, moreover, more practicing using technology for upgrading the students’ skill. Another positive impact on the online learning system is increased enthusiasm for teachers and students and also increased the students’ skills in technology (Khasanah, Pramudiyanto, & Widuroyeki, 2020). The “2013 Survey of Online Learning,” that has been conducted by Babson Survey Research Group, found that the increasing number of higher education students registered at one online course was above 7.1 million (Babson Study, 2014), it means that the number of enrollment students increased reaching almost 411,000 students during one the year 2013-2014 (Babson, 2014). However, in order side, some research found a negative impact of online learning that Esra Meşe and Çiğdem Sevilen (2021) found that students believed that online education got a negative impact on their motivation due to lack of social interaction, a mismatch between expectations and content, organizational problems and the organization of learning environments.

Since the positive and negative research have been explored, the writer would like to expose the students’ perception between offline and online learning system. Hass and Joseph (2018) examined students’ perceptions on online to traditional system implemented in the business schools in Southwest USA at a liberal arts university. The research found that the students’ perceptions comparison between online system with offline system, it seemed that they preferred traditional system.

Many research on WebToon short story had been done, Kiflaiin (2021) did the research on “Students’ Perception about Webtoon short story in Improving Students’ Reading Comprehension Skills” revealed that webtoon is a media technology that can be used by students in reading skill. The research focused on WebToon short story toward students’ reading skill and it showed that WebToon short story assisted students in comprehending reading skill. Other research Wike Idola Erya and Reza Pustika (2021), WebToon was media that given the students more interested in reading skill and they got motivation in improving their reading comprehension skills. Tifani, Regina & Wardah (2020) found that WebToon short story was useful to help students in increasing students’ courage in speaking skills by using storytelling technique, thus, the writer recommends WebToon short story in English speaking class.

Webtoon has shown many benefit in online learning system, an excellent online system, proven increasing students’ excitement and comfortably searched (Jati, 2017). Webtoon short story also has shown advantages to increase the students’ passion dealing with technology matters (Affeldt Meinhart, Meinhart & Eilks, 2018). Some previous research project also conducted, they revealed that the users of Webtoon service were satisfied if they got their favorite information, thus the users felt satisfy in getting fun and scientific idea (Kim, Lee, Kwon & Gim, 2016). It means that WebToon learning media has been used by WebToon readers for the purpose of getting interesting topics in term of learning sources.

Since the emergence of situation in Covid-19, the online media varieties should be measured and valued, thus based on the analysis of the above relevant research finding, most of the studies were on the range of achieving English competency while the tendency of students were interested in online, digital systems of learning is going to be measured, so the researchers would like find out the students’ perception toward WebToon short story as one of the online teaching media in English class. is a fourth level heading. You can replicate it where suitable.

2. METHOD

Qualitative design was used in this research that the purpose was to find out students’ perception on Webtoon in English online learning. This research took place for six weeks in three
Senior high schools in Pekanbaru last semester on odd Semester 2020/2021. The WebToon short stories were used in online system. The link used was https://www.webtoons.com/en/genre that consisted 10 genres like action, romance, fantasy, drama, comedy, thriller, slice of life, supernatural, sci-fi, horror and others. Participants involved in filling the questionnaire this study included forty two female and twelve male students from three senior high schools in Pekanbaru Riau and only eight students were chosen to be interviewed.

The selection of the students involved in this study was based on the recommendation from Diknas Propinsi Riau which categorized that these schools have implemented Webtoon in online English class got from some interviews and chat. The participants were assigned numbers instead of their names. The data collection for this research was collected through six week meeting observations from the teachers and the end of sixth week, the researchers distributed questionnaires and conducted interview that the students were chosen randomly.

Online public opinion survey and online interview had been implemented during collection data through online system. Online opinion survey was redesigned from past studies done by Manowong (2016). The online public opinion survey consisted of 15 closed-ended questions with a four-Likert scale; namely strongly agree, agree, neutral, and disagree was given to fifty four students. The purpose of using this online opinion survey was to find out the students’ opinion towards the use of online Webtoon short story in English classroom by providing three aspects of online system; they were Webtoon Short Story as an aspect of educational media, Webtoon Short Story as technical aspects, and Webtoon Short Story as ease of use aspects, meanwhile, interview was conducted to 8 students in order to find out in-depth explanation and description on the use of Webtoon short stories in English online learning in the aspects of interest, aspects of benefits, and the aspect of efficiency.

The analysis data started with collecting the score accumulated from the questionnaires with the range scale from each items that has been answered by students was measurably figured to discover the level of every statement and afterward interpreted descriptively. The interview data was interpreted and broke down which were indentified to the use of webtoon short stories in online English classroom.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main focus of this research was to find out the students’ perception on the Webtoon short story in online English learning system. The result and the discussion will be elaborated with the findings of questionnaire and interview. The result data of online questionnaire was taken from 54 students from three senior high schools in Pekanbaru Riau while interview data was taken from 8 students chosen purposively. The interview was carried out using a purposive technique of 8 informants conducted through online interviews (WhatsApp). The interviewees who were successfully interviewed online by using initials name; namely, AA, JZ, MR, RE, SF, W, YN, and YQ. Interviews with 8 students with initials carried out at Wednesday, August 12, 2020. All data from this study were described based on the focus of the research questions as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I think the use of Webtoon short story increases the effectiveness of finding English learning materials</td>
<td>22.22%</td>
<td>68.52%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story helps me acquiring new English vocabularies</td>
<td>27.78%</td>
<td>68.52%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I think the use of Webtoon short story helps me practicing my English language skills</td>
<td>40.74%</td>
<td>53.70%</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I think the use of Webtoon short story makes my reading experience more interesting</td>
<td>25.93%</td>
<td>70.37%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I think the use of Webtoon short story helps me a lot in practicing the dialogical verbal language which helps me in speaking skill</td>
<td>37.04%</td>
<td>62.96%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Percentage</td>
<td>30.74%</td>
<td>64.81%</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Students’ Perceptions on the Use of Webtoon Short Story as an Aspect of Educational Media

Table 1 above, it can be seen that the Students’ Perceptions on the Use of Webtoon Short Story as an Aspect of Educational Media shows that the average percentage for respondents chose Strongly Agree as amount as 30.74%, Agree as amount as 64.81%, and neutral 3.33% means that the students’ perception of Webtoon short story in the aspect of educational media agreed that Webtoon short story provided them with source of learning materials were effectively to be found. The students also thought that Webtoon short story was easy to get new vocabularies enrichment, thus it helped students to practice English by using new vocabularies in improving their English skills either in reading, writing, or speaking, while the students who were not
chosen either strongly agree or agree as amount as 3.33% showed the minimal average percentage to decide the options. So, it can be concluded that the high gap between agree and neutral of webtoon short story was that that students give positive response to Webtoon short story in the aspect of educational media.

The result showed that Webtoon short story as an educational media in the learning process that developed students’ creativities and improved language skill steadily and in addition Webtoon short story as learning media also built an information technology competency framework in online learning system as supported by the previous research done by (Maryani, 2020); (Pratiwi & Sudibyo, 2018); (Chinedu, Olabiyi & Kamin, 2021); (Phan, Ngo, & Phan, 2020).

Table 2. Students’ Perceptions on the Use of Webtoon Short Story as Technical Aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story presenting the easiest way for the readers to understand the story</td>
<td>29.63%</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story provides attractiveness pictures to be read by the readers</td>
<td>24.07%</td>
<td>75.93%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story contains strong visual images that help me to have clear vision in reading the stories</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story presents the suitability of size of the images, written texts and the balance of the layout in online comics</td>
<td>27.78%</td>
<td>68.52%</td>
<td>3.70%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story has attractive appearance, bright full colors, and many character images</td>
<td>20.37%</td>
<td>74.07%</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Percentage | 27.04% | 70.37% | 3.59% |

Table 2 shows that many students agreed that Webtoon short story as technical aspects increased their eager to read the stories. The visual images, pictures, size, layout, colors, attractive appearance, and imaginative characters engage them in interesting reading experience. The average percentage showed that mostly students agree with the percentage score 70.3% of the questionnaire calculation. Then 27.04%, students strongly agree with the items stated above and the neutral as 3.59% showed the students just chose undecided to the items of the questionnaire. In line with the finding above, the relevant research found that the notion of Webtoon short story which had a representation of pictures to make it simpler for students to understand the examples of the material presented done the research by Danaswari (2013) and Webtoon short story also presented appealing pictures and straightforward comprehend storylines that made students more keen on learning (Evelyn et al., 2015). In addition, Webton short story creates an excellent atmosphere and an active students’ responses in the classroom thus enjoy and have fun in accessing webtoon short story (Ai Setialis, Ansas, Diah Wulansari Hudaya & Vegayanto Abdurrahman Alfikri, 2017). Hence, comics truly help teachers in instructing and make it simpler for students to comprehend the subject. The outcomes showed that the use of Webtoon short story met technical aspects, in particular appealing appearance, clear textual styles, pictures and stories that have a suitability, adequate format, and the use of layout appropriately. The findings of this research in line with the assessment of the engaging quality of comics is impacted by a few components, like: eye catching appearance, the plot is rational and straightforward (Park et al., 2016).

Table 3. Students’ Perceptions on the Use of Webtoon Short Story as Ease of Use Aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story is convenient and easy to be accessed by the readers</td>
<td>14.81%</td>
<td>77.78%</td>
<td>7.41%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story has clear instructions for readers to choose their favorite stories</td>
<td>18.52%</td>
<td>74.07%</td>
<td>7.41%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story use language that is easy to understand</td>
<td>27.78%</td>
<td>27.22%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story provides many episodes which are easy to follow the series</td>
<td>25.93%</td>
<td>74.07%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 shows that mostly students agree that Webtoon short story was easy to be accessed and convenient to use, got clear instructions, used simple language, had serial stories which were easy to browse, and provided online that can be viewed everywhere. The result of the questionnaire, students had positive perspective on Webtoon short story in the aspect ease of use with the score calculation as amount as 72.2% chose agree and 24.81% students chose strongly agree while only 2.96% students were in the neutral chosen which they were confuse to determine their decision in choosing the items. The result of the research above was supported by Sumanjaya and R. T. Padmaningrum (2018) found that Webtoon short story are digital online comic which was very easy to be accessed anywhere by using mobile phone or computer or laptop since most students equipped by smartphone or computer to study. J. H. Kim and J. Yu (2019) revealed that Webtoon short story was website cartoon in which the instructions to the users were easily to follow and used the easiest language for the readers to understand the story. Other finding from M.B. Kim, G. Gim and S.H. Lee, B.J. Kwon (2016) found that Webtoon enjoys benefits in learning, one of them is as great instructive media to further develop the students’ keen in learning and its effortlessly got to anyplace, it got that the users of Webtoon values were fulfilled that they acquired the data they wanted, concerning the fascinating issues as well as significant issues, it was also supported by R. K. Jati (2017) revealed that Webtoon also can possibly build self-inspiration in confronting logical issue in light of the fact that Webtoon readers don’t just get fascinating things, yet in addition learning material. Connecting to the interview result, the interview result will be describe below, eight students were giving their opinion about Webtoon short story in the aspects of interest, aspects of benefits, and the aspect of efficiency. The researchers conducted interview to obtain data from students. According to W says that in her opinion Webtoon short story is very fun because the story in this comic is very interesting and many stories she may choose to be her favorite one.

Moreover, AA says reading stories from Webtoon short story made her relaxed and she really enjoyed the series, it seemed that she was curious to find the next events. In addition JZ stated that he think it really supports the learning process because it looks fun and not boring. RE added that it was fun to use Webtoon Short Story because it has a lot of attractive pictures that can make her focused on the stories.

MR said that in his opinion, it was good to use Webtoon short story in the classroom, because from the stories and pictures presented, he can imagine the stories and can feel the atmosphere in the story and sometimes he cried if the story was sad drama, or he laughed or smile when the story was funny….so, webtoon short story enable him to build imaginations. In addition SF said that she enjoyed reading Powtoon and sometimes she lost her time controlled and she did not realize time run faster.

In addition YQ have positive perception toward Webtoon short story, she said that Webtoon has given her chances to get accessed with various type of genre …it was efficient because she can read English reading text easily and together add her vocabulary collection, so she realized that Webtoon led her with simple English and she was easily understood the periodically stories…she said sometimes she was waiting the next episode curiously.

However, contrary to the other students, YN said she did not like to read the Webtoon series, she said it wasted her time and she felt guilty to her parents because she just spent her internet package to watch Webtoon but in one condition if the purpose for studying she felt fine. In this case, the researchers continuously interviewed YN to find more about her opinion and perception towards Webtoon short story, then the researchers got the source of her negative response on Webtoon short story. Her responses were online learning system created her boring in doing many assignments and task while all teachers assigned her and her friends with full load of tasks, she did not have real communication and she met her friends online. These situation turned her motivation down and felt reckless. The result of this negative response of online learning system was supported by Esra Meşe and Çiğdem Sevilen (2021) revealed that the social interaction, content knowledge in mismatch with the curriculum and syllabus, and also the environment setting were not at school but at home, these situation brought negative impact students’ motivation.

The positive responses from the result of interview showed that the responses from students mostly giving positive perception on Webtoon short story. In the aspect of interest and motivation, benefit, and efficiency, the students’ statements were positively proved that they have good impression. These findings was supported by Kiflaini (2021) found that Webtoon has given contribution to students to motivate students in learning language.

The research findings on students’ interview was also in line with Oktaviian, Mandasari, & Maharani (2020) found that Powtoon which was an online application that assisted students with working on their manners in learning environment, change their knowledge attitude from did not know to be adored. Other findings was from Pais, Nogués, and Muñoz (2017) uncovered that Powtoon showed positive benefits on the students’ motivation, in addition their

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I think Webtoon short story is easily to be found in the internet and available online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Percentage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
input in learning new substance and creating English language skills.

The result of the interview above also revealed that Webtoon short story given the students motivation, fun, felt enjoy, and also showed the efficiency of watching Webtoon. These result finding was in line with the research of (Affeldt, et. al., 2018; Kim, et. al 2016) that has shown Webtoon short story has given advantages to increase motivation of students and made the students enjoy reading the Webtoon short story.

4. CONCLUSION
Covid-19 has impacted the traditional learning system in face to face system swift to online system. This research addressed the students’ perception on Webtoon short story in English online class. Six aspects of Webtoon short story to be evaluated towards student’s perception that were taken from questionnaire and interview, thus the result of questionnaire showed that aspect of educational media on students’ perception toward Webtoon short story, the average percentage 64.81% students Agree that Webtoon short story contributed them with education content in English in term of reading, speaking, and writing skills. The aspect of technical, the response of students’ perception on Webtoon short story were positive shown by the average score 70.37% students agree that the flexibility, easy to access, the attractive images and pictures, colorful design and imaginary characters made students felt comfortable and secured in watching Webtoon short story. Finally, the result from the third aspect ease of use from questionnaire data showed that 72.2% students agreed that Webtoon short story helped students with the convenient and easily accessed for students to search the stories. Webtoon short story provided clear and easy instructions and language for students to goggle the series of which issued periodically, these helped students a lot in accomplishing their assignment and task.

The interview result that was taken from three aspects of interest, benefit, and efficiency showed that most students revealed positive responses toward Webtoon short story. The result of students’ perception on Webtoon short story indicated that each aspect contributed good point and the students got motivated, enjoy, and relax when they read the Webtoon short stories, although some students revealed that they lost time and did not realize the situation. However, the interview result also revealed that the situation of online learning had brought some frustrated feeling because the monotonous situation gave them uneasy and boring.

Apart from frustrated issue, the interview result also informed us that a some difficulties occurred, for example lack of communication among friends and teachers, lack of friendships’ environment has caused troubles for students to do conversation which done in online learning system.

Based on the interview result indicated that it was necessary to grant students with comfortable and suitable application and media which given students more chances and opportunity for them to have their own way of learning style without any prerequisite and specific condition which lead tense and constraint. Realizing this situation, the researchers suggest to other researchers to find out the needs of students in online learning media to provide real support on the students’ way of learning.

This research has limitation on small sample size and non-random selection. Small sample and the selection was chosen randomly to support the data, so it limited the generalization of exposing the maximize data in the result findings. Future researchers are suggested to use the fixed sample size or purposive selection techniques. Hopefully future research not only students’ opinion to be explored but also the problems faced by teachers regarding online learning system. To sum up, the research was on the students’ perception on Webtoon short story, analyzing the opinions of each aspects in the questionnaire and interview items with less the implementation of media applied might produce more critical results.
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